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Theorem 2. For the asymptotic stability of the trivial solution of system (3.1) 
(and, consequently, of the original system (0.1) with rz :== 1 and fourth-order resonance), 
it is necessary and sufficient to satisfy the inequalities 

a1 < - j&s2 + 6,” - hI” 

(a~ 7t - I/as2 + 6ss - b12, b12 < az2 + b27 

N o t e . The instability conditions given by the theorem extend, in particular, to Hamil- 
tonian systems. In fact, as is easily verified, from the canonicity conditions for system 
(3.1) it follows that nl - 0, therefore, on the basis of the theorem proved, we conclude 
that the periodic solution of the original canonic system is unstable when b,2< us2 + 6,“, 

The author thanks V. V. Rumiantsev and the participants of a seminar conducted by 
him for discussions on the paper. 
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We examine an encounter game problem for a linear controlled system, We as- 
sume that the controls of the first and second players are subject to integral con- 
straints. Using the idea of control with a guide [l] and the methods of stabiliza- 
tion theory [Z], we construct a stabilized control procedure ensuring a stable en- 
counter of the motions generated by it with a specified target set. The contents 
of the paper is related to the investigations in [l, 3 - 51. 

1, Let the motion of a controlled system be described by the vector differential 
equation 

dxidt =Ax+Bu+Cv, z [f,T = x0 (LQ 
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Here z is the system’s n-dimensional phase vector; u and II are the players’ controls 
of dimension m; A, B and C are constant matrices of appropriate dimensions. The 

realizations u [t] and u [t] of the controls are constrained by the relations 

1, (Ql, c=) < P l&J, 1, (&I7 m) < v [&I (1.2) 

on [t,, co] . Here p [t,,l and Y [t,] are constraints on the resources of the controls u 
and U. We assume that the variations of the quantities p [ tl and y [t] are determined 
by the expendable resources (1.3) 

p2 It + AJ = /.rL2 it1 - IU2 (t, t + A), v2 It + Al = v2 LtI - ID2 (4 t + A) 

The set 

M = (2 = (t, p, v, r) : (t, x) 6 iv*, p > 0, v > 0) 

is specified in the Euclidean space Rq3 of points z = (t, p, v, z) Here M* is a 
closed set of the space of vectors (t, z), contained in the domain D = {(t, 2) : to < 
t < 6, x E Rn} (-8 is the instant limiting the game’s duration). The problem facing 
the first player is the construction of a position action method u* which would ensure 

him that the point (t, 56. [tJ) hits Me* for any approximate motion XA It] generated 

by this action method ; here M, * is the e-neighborhood of set M*. 

The encounter problem for a differential game with integral constraints was solved in 
[5] by using the general scheme of control with a guide [l]. This solution possessed 
the property of stability relative to small measurement errors in the phase vector. How- 

ever, wbenthe game’s duration is sufficiently long the stability of the solution was ensured 

only under extremely small bounds on the step size of the approximation scheme and on 
the phase vector measurement error, because the estimate of the mismatch between the 
motion xA [tl of the actual system and the motion wA [t] of the guide was exponential 

in nature, In the present paper we construct the required control method U* in the form 

of a stabilized procedure of control with a guide in order to improve the estimate of the 

mismatch. Such a solution of game problems with geometric constraints on the players’ 

controls was proposed in [3, 41, 
We shall assume that the following conditions are satisfied. 

Condition A. A u-stable bridge IV,” exists, (The definition of a u-stable bridge 
IV,@ is taken here in the sense of [5] ) . 

Condition B. The system described by the equation 

ds I dt = As + Br, s E R”, r E R” (1.4) 

is stabilizable [23.Here r is a control vector. 
The fulfillment of Condition B implies the existence of a linear vector functionr, (S)= 

I?$ such that the zero solution of system (I. 4) is asymptotically Liapunov stable. Then, 
by Liapunov’s theorem (see [a]), for any preassigned negative-definite quadratic form 
fi (a) we can find a positive-definite quadratic form h (s) whose total derivative, by 

virtue of the equation 
ds / dt = As + BR,s 

satisfies the equality 
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& / dt = (c)h/&)’ (As -!- B&) == p (S) 

Here and below the prime denotes transposition. 

(1.5) 

2. Let us determine the approximation procedure of control with a guide for the first 
player,solving the encounter problem, This procedure assumes the presence of an auxi- 

liary construction consisting of the u-stable bridge w,‘, a rule for choosing a guide 

on this bridge and a rule of stabilized aiming on the guide’s motion. Following the 
scheme of control with a guide [l], together with the actual system described by rela- 

tions (1.1) and (1.3) we consider an auxiliary ideal system whose motion w [f] is des- 
cribed by the equation 

dw / dt = Aw -t Bu, t- c’u,, w [to] == w,, (2. 1) 

Here the realizations U* [t] and ZI.+ [t] of the controls are constrained on [to, oa) by 

the relations 
I,, (to, co) k, p.$ IbJl, I,,. (to, c=) ‘\ v* It,1 

v* [toI = v It”], ps2 I&l = p2 I631 - ‘1” It,,] 

where 7 [t,] > 0 is the resource used in the control procedure for stabilizing the mo- 

tion s It] = x [t] - w 111 on [t,, Sl. 
We introduce auxiliary concepts and notation. Let z* = (t*, /A*, v.+ , w) be some 

game position and v.+ [t] be a realization of the second player’s control, admissible for 

this position, i.e. z’* [t] is a summable function satisfying the inequality I,,. (t,, 

00)s v*. By the symbol GcU) (z*, L’* 1.1) we denote the closure of the set of points 

z -7 (t, p it], v [tl, w [tl) of the form 

t, < 2, 0 < /A2 itI < p*2 - J,L*2 CL+> 0 
0 \< v2 It1 < v*o*- L*2 v*, 0 

7u[t] = 7~’ + ); (Aw [s] + B7r, [a] -‘,- (;I/‘* [s]) do 
t 

where U* [s] (5 > t*) are all possible summable functions satisfying the inequality 

11,. (f,, =J> d i-kg. 
We introduce into consideration the function 

where the 

u [s; t, 6; I(* I-11 = p [s; 1, 6; N* l-11 1- r- (4 (2.2) 

z,* [s; t, 6: 1’ I *11 ~zzz gls; t, 6; 2’ I *]I 

quantities in the right-hand sides are determined from the relations 

p [s; t, 6; Ii* 1 .I] = 0, q is; t, 6; v [.I == 0; t -= t, 

(ah (s) / ds)’ Bp [s; t, 6; ZL* l-11 = min, (dk (s) / ds)’ Bp 

I/p 11 : I?‘,% I,* (f - 6, 1), t E [f”, 61, 0 < 6 6 t - t, 
(6% (s) / as)’ cy [s; t, 6; 71 1.11 =y maxq (dh (s) / as)’ Cg 

1 E (LO, Sl, 0 < 6 \( t - t, 

(to is the initial instant). Here U* [ . ] and u [ . ] are square-summable functions given 
on [f - 6, t] and s E Rn. Let the initial position z It,,] = (to, p [tOl,v it,], 5 [t,,]), 
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and the u -stable bridge It,, 8 be specified. Assuming that bridge W,,8 is closed in the 
space fPf9, we select the point z* [to] = (t,,, p* It,], v* It,], w tt,T) E IV,* 
closest to the point z It,,]. This point z* [ to1 is the guide’s position at the initial instant 
t = t,. 

Let rA = {to, t,, . . ., tN = S} be a partitioning of the interval [to, S) by ins- 
tants ti into halt-intervals of equal length A. When determining the first player’s guide- 

control procedure we assume that system (2. 1) is at the disposal of the first player.This 

player, having available both the choice of control u [t] in the system (1. l), (1.3) as 
well as the choice of controls U* [t] and v* [t] in system (2. l), has the opportunity of 

computing exactly the realized value of the phase vector WA It], t E [to, 61 of system 
(2.1). However, he computes the value of the phase vector 5~ [t] and, together with it, 

of the vector SA [tl = 2~ [tl - WA [t] with an error As, [tl and he constructs the 

controls u [ tl and ?I*: [t] on the half-interval I ti, tiil) on the basis of the vector 

sA* [til = SA [til + ASA [til (11 ASA [til 1) \< E) 

Let us describe the guide-control procedure in detail. On the first half-interval It,,, tr) 

the motion X (t) = (j&A It], vA [t], xA [t]) of the system (1. l), (1.3) with the initial 

condition x (t,) = (p It,,], v [t,T, x [t,,]) ’ g 1s enerated by a constant control of the 
first player 

n [t] = u hA* [to]; t,, A; u* [ - 11 (4, \< t < 5) 

in pair with a certain admissible realization v [t] (t > t,) of the second player’s cont.- 

rol. Here 
sa* it,1 = SA [toI f- ASA [to1 

Let 

sd, [t,] = XA [t,] - WA [to], WA It,] = w It,,1 

D* ItI = o, [aa* [t,l; t,,, A; v [.I] (t, < t < td 

We choose the guide’s position zig [t,] at the instant t, from the condition 

2*A [t,i E w,’ (tl) n W) (Zy:A [&I, V* m 

assuming that this intersection is not empty. Here 

z*A it,,] =z= z* Lt,l 

w,a (t) = (2 : 2 = (t, p, v, 4, 2 E+z wtL*j 

Further, on the half- interval It,, tP) the motion x (t) of system (1. l), (1.3) with the 

initial value x (tr) is generated by the constant control 

U [t] = fsi bA* It,]; t,, A; u* [ -11 (tl < t < tz> 

where u..+ [a] (t a < o < tI) is the first player’s control which in pair with UU* 101 

(t, < CT < tJ generates the guide’s position z.+~ [ tlT . 
The game position zA It,] is realized as a result of choosing the control u [tl (tl < 

2 < tz) and some control v [ tJ (t > tl). We choose 

v.+ ItI = /I* [aA* ItI]; t,, A; 3 [*II (tl < t < h> 

and we determine the guide’s position at the instant t =: t, from the condition 

z*A It21 E wzL8 (t2) n au) (Z,b hIi, L+. [‘I) 
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assuming that this intersection is not empty. 
If the condition w,,’ (tit-,) n c(lc) (2,~ [til, v’+ [ -1) # q5 is satisfied on the suc- 

ceeding half-intervals ]li, fi+l) (i 2, 3, . . ., 12’ - f) as well, then the procedure 
indicated is carried out up to the instant t = 6. If this condition is not satisfied, we can 
find an i.nstant tj at which first 

wil’ (ti) fl G’“’ (2,~ ]tj-11, U* [ -1) 1 4 

Then from the condition 2,: 3 [ ti_l] E IJV’,,~ (tj_1) and the definition of u-stability it 

i.e. an instant t* E [tj-11 tj] exists when the guide’s position can be determined 

from the condition 

Here 

JQ*>f*l = (2 : z = (4 p, v, x> E AZ, t, < t 6 t*} 

N,* = (2 : 2 - (t*, p, y, x) E jjff) 

On the succeeding half-intervals Iti, ti+i) (j < i < N - 1) the controls u It] and 
2;; [t] are determined by the relations 

u [t] := z/ [sA* [tJ; ti, A; ZL* [-II 

U+ [t] 1: ZI+ [~a* [ti]; ti, A; V [*I] * 

where U* [. ] is selected arbitrarily in [tip ti+l) (j < i < N - 1) . 
The actual motion (PA [t], VA [tl, 2~ [tl) and the guide’s motion (CL** [tl, V* A IfI, 

WA 121) which are realized on [t,, 61 during the guide-control procedure are called 

approximation motions. 

3. From the definition in Sect. 2 of the approximation procedure of control with a 

guide of the first player it follows that the perturbation sA [t] == xA [t] - wA It] on 
the half- interval [tit ti+l) is described by the equation 

dsA It] / dt = dsA [t] + B (p [ ‘A* Iti], tiI + ROSA* [ti] - (3. I) 

‘* “1) $ C (V [‘I - 4 Is~* [tiJ, ti]> 

where 
P [sA* lb], ti] = p IsA* bi]; ti, A; u* [ .I] 

Q ISA* Iti], tiI x q [sA* Iti], ii, A; u [a]] 

The total derivative of the Liapunov function h (s) by virtue of Eq.(3.1) has the form 

dh (SA [tl) / dt = (6% / d~)‘s=s~*[‘~ (AsA it1 + (3.2) 

B (p ]S** [tily fil -1 R$A* Iti] - U* it]) + 
c (v It] - q [sA* bil, til)) 

on ]ti, ti+l) . From (3.2) there follows a relation valid for any two instants tk,, tkl E ra 

(3.3) 



To justify that the proposed guide-control procedure ensures the E-proximity of the 
motions WA [t] and 50. It] we carry out the the upper bound of the integral in the left- 
hand side of the first equality in (3.3). It can be shown that the estimate 

tk, 

SC 
tk, 

{K (1 -t [IsA [til II>” (fE + 9) + 
(3.4) 

i=kt 

p (SA &])) A + K (v’z -k 5)~ K = wnst > 0 
is valid. From this estimate, using stability theory ar~rnen~ [23, we conclude : for any 
preselected E > 0 we can find numbers A (a) > 0 and 5 (E) > 0 such that every 
approximation motion $A it] with initial condition ]I SA ]tJ ]I < 5 (a) will satisfy the 
inequality 

IISA ttJ II < 8 (3.5) 

for all r E [tkl, tkt] provided that A < A (8) and 11 Asa [tJ [ < 5 (8). 
Note that all the preceding arguments and the conclusion are valid only when the sta- 

bilizing part r [s A* [tJ] of the first player’s control u [tJ satisfies the constraint 
8 

f= 1 Ir [$A* It]] 11” f& < pz itO] - f&z2 ItO] = q2 ItO1 (3.6) 
t. 

From estimate (3.4) we see that for a finite time interval [to, 81 we can select the 
diameter A of partitioning PA and the bound 5 on the phase vector measurement such 
that the control r [SA” [tJJ = R$A* [tJ is admissible when 11 sA it&,] I\ \< 5 ,i.e. satis- 
fies relation (3.6). In this case inequality (3.5) implies that the control procedure des- 
cribed ensures the a-proximity of the motions x.+, [it] of the actual system and WA [tJ 
of the guide, provided that the partitioning step A and the measurement error 5 are 
sufficiently small, 

Note that in contrast to the estimate on the mismatch between the motions of the a@ 
tual system and of the guide, given in [5], estimate (3.4) now does not contain an expo- 
nential factor. If, however, the system’s phase vector is measured with an error, the pre- 
sence of such an error leads, for a sufficiently large value of 2), to an excessive accumu- 
lation of the quantity I, i. e. to an accumulation violating inequa~ty (3.6). However, 
if the first player’s control is representable in the form u = p + r, where a part ofthe 
controlling force p is subject to an integral constraint and the other part I” is subject to 
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a geometric constraint, then a slight modification of the procedure presented above en- 
sures the stable encounter of all approximation motions 5~ [t] with the e-neighborhood 

of set L?!* by the instant 6 denoting an arbitrarily large quantity. 

The authors thank A. I. Subbotin for constant attention to this article and for valuable 
advice. 
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We examine a problem, arising in engineering practice, of the time-optimal 

control of a third-order linear object with a constraint on the control and on the 

phase coordinate . The synthesis of the control is described. 

1. Statement of the problem. The following problem arises in the com- 

bined operation of two measuring devices tracking a moving object, each of which can 
track only in a certain part (action zone) of the space of measurements, From the infor- 
mation on the object obtained by the measuring device of the leaving zone, organize 
maximally quickly the tracking by the measurment device of the entering zone. For a 
number of measuring devices the dynamics of the tracking organization process can be 
described by a system of linear differential equations with constant coefficients and with 
constraints on the control u and on the phase coordinate (the action zone of the measur- 

ing device) 

u < u < u, x2o2 --x.ts < 0 (1.2) 

The control U” (t), ensuring the satisfaction of condition (1.2) and translating the object 
(1. 1) in a minimal time tr from a specified initial point x1 (0) = XI*, ~2 (0) = 
x2*, x3 (0) = x*~ (the initial position of the measuring device) to a specified final 

point x1 (Q) = 0, xs (tr) = Q (the condition for tracking to commence), is assumed 


